
Effective 

Marketing:
Using metrics to improve 

your performance



How do we market?

 Multi channel marketing

 Newspaper

 Direct Mail

 Radio

 Television

 Internet/Social/Email

 Events/Word of Mouth



Marketing can be complex…

 Creating different campaigns based on 
distribution can be costly and time 
consuming.

 Multiple messages can be confusing.

 The investments in things like videos need 
to be long term versus short term.

 Communicating changes to 
programming can lead to additional 
confusion.



With all these options…what’s a 

Recycling Coordinator to do?

 The quickest and easiest way to 
determine what ‘works’ and what doesn’t 
work is a simple survey.

 This survey will:

 Help determine how people found out 
about your program.

 Provide you with feedback on marketing 
confusion.

 Help you to continuously improve your 
marketing and communications.



Surveys are enlightening…

 A quick survey can provide concrete 

data to help analyze your marketing.

 No more than 2-3 questions and less than 

1minute in nature.

 The survey can be used to initiate 

additional education opportunities for 

your programming.



What do I ask?

 Relevant points for your quick survey:

 Where are you from?  This could be asked as 

City/County, Zip Code, Town, etc.

 How did you hear about the event/program?

 Is that the best way to communicate with 

you? (Refers back to how they did hear)

 These questions should be developed to 

provide you the specific info you need.



Why should I do this?

A quick survey will provide you with several 
key pieces of information:

 Are you hitting your audience?  This may be 
specific depending on the event.

 You just spent money on marketing…did 
people see it?

 If they didn’t see it, how can you reach 
them?  This helps you spend money better 
in the future and increases the chance to 
hit your audience.



What else can I learn from this 

process?

 People hate your marketing!  Many 
people will have an opinion on your 
marketing and how it can be improved.

 I didn’t see your marketing!  This leads up 
to the ‘how can I better communicate’ 
question.

 What about….?  Opens the door for more 
questions that provides you with new 
areas to focus your education on.



Ok….how do I ‘make this 

happen’?

 The tracking process is very simple to create 
and manage.  You’ll need:

 A list of relevant data you would like to know.

 A list of the marketing channels you traditionally 
use or use regularly.

 Extra room for notes such as email address, etc. 
from the customer.

 The ability to create an easy table in a word 
processing or spreadsheet program.

 Paper, clip board and pens (more than 
one…you’ll drop them…trust me !).



Can you give me a visual?
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Now for the math….

 The analysis of this is simple if you use this 

type of format:

 Count up the total entries you have.

 Total the number of each marketing source.

 Divide the number from each marketing 

source by the total number of participants.

 This provides you with all sorts of relevant data 

for use in the future.



An example….
 Total Participants:  522 (311-City, 211-County)

 Media Sources

 SF New Mexican:  445 (85%)

 SF Reporter:  255 (49%)

 Facebook:  10 (2%)

 Radio:  177 (34%)

 Nextdoor.com:  25 (5%)

 City/County Email:  188 (36%)

 Word of Mouth:  327 (63%)



An example (cont.)…

 Cost/Participant:

 Total Cost:  $3,500.00
 SF New Mexican:  $1,500.00

 SF Reporter:  $1,000.00

 Radio:  $1,000.00

 Cost/Source:
 SF New Mexican:  $1.94/ person

 SF Reporter:  $1.29/person

 Radio:  $1.29/person



Data…lots of data…what do I 

do with it all???

 Justification for your education budget (or 

establishing/expanding your education 

budget).

 Crafting a Press Release thanking the 

community.

 Metrics for reporting to various agencies 

(e.g. Board of Commissioners, Council, 

EPA, Grant Givers, etc.).



Why do this?

The story of Middlesex County New Jersey, 

one of the largest programs in NJ!

 Programs served 25 towns.

 Metrics were required by our Board to justify 

programs (and their expenses…).

 Helped to continuously improve 

performance and program delivery.

 Allowed us to quantify and communicate 

success.



Don’t be scared…marketing 

analysis is fun!

 Create a system that works for you.
 As long as you understand what you want and it 

can be communicated, whatever data you 
pick will be relevant.

 Change your system if it doesn’t work.
 Don’t get too caught up in the details.  If you need 

to collect other data, just add it in.  Don’t revise 
what you’ve done…just include it going forward.

 Don’t make it more complex than it needs to be. 
 It’s easy to get caught up in the process…take a 

step back and really only collect what you need.  
Don’t make it over complicated.



Question???

 I’m happy to help! 

 Call or email me: 

Adam Schlachter

City of Santa Fe Environmental Services 

Division

505-955-2200

adschlachter@santafenm.gov

mailto:adschlachter@santafenm.gov

